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This topic has had 471 visitors and 328 responses (registered and unregistered). That's 16.3 hours of 

public comment at an average of 3 minutes per response. The survey was open Feb. 18-24, 2019. 

 

Survey results from all respondents 

 

 

Would you personally be interested in using shared mobility 
options to get around Asheville? 

 Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Yes  45.1% 146 

No  50.3% 163 

I don't know/prefer not to answer.  4.6% 15 

What type of shared mobility options would you like to see in 
Asheville? (Select all that apply.) 

 Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Bikes  53.3% 169 

Electric bikes  44.5% 141 

Electric scooters  25.9% 82 

Other  8.8% 28 

None  33.1% 105 



Why would you be interested in trying these shared mobility 
options? (Select all that apply.) 

 Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Save money on transportation  24.1% 76 

Replace car trips  46.0% 145 

Replace walking trips  21.9% 69 

Get around more easily, faster  43.8% 138 

It's good for the environment  43.2% 136 

It looks like fun / curious to try it 

out  25.4% 80 

I would not be interested in trying 

any of these shared mobility 

options. 
 41.0% 129 

 

 

What type of shared mobility options would you specifically NOT 
like to see in Asheville? (Select all that apply.) 

 Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Bikes  34.6% 85 

Electric bikes  53.3% 131 

Electric scooters  91.1% 224 

Other  11.0% 27 

Please tell us why you would NOT like to see the one(s) selected 
above in Asheville? (Select all that apply.) 



 Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

I am concerned about being 

visible/safety interacting with other 

vehicles. 
 75.4% 196 

I prefer to use a personal motor 

vehicle or public transportation.  12.3% 32 

Use of new technology with an 

electric bicycle/scooter seems 

challenging. 
 6.9% 18 

Lack of infrastructure for 

bicycles/scooters  74.2% 193 

It’s not convenient.  4.6% 12 

I cannot/am not comfortable riding 

a bicycle/scooter.  12.3% 32 

I’m afraid I will be stranded or too 

late.  2.7% 7 

Other  47.7% 124 

 

What are the top three trip types for which you would use bike 
share or scooter share? (Rank your top three trip types.) 

Average priorities over 325 responses 

1. I would not use bike share or scooter share. 

2. Shopping or errands 

3. For fun/recreation 

4. To or from a restaurant 

5. Social/entertainment 

6. To or from work-related meeting/appointment 

7. To or from work 

8. Get exercise 

9. To or from transit 

10. To or from school 

How often would you take trips using bike share or scooter share? 
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Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Occasionally, but less than once per 

week  30.7% 96 

1-3 times per week  16.6% 52 

3-6 times per week  3.2% 10 

Daily  3.5% 11 

Never  46.0% 144 

If you are interested in using bike or scooter share, in what areas 
of town would you take trips using bike or scooter share? (Select 
all that apply.) 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Downtown  65.2% 150 

Historic Montford  28.7% 66 

River Arts District  57.0% 131 

West Asheville  43.5% 100 

South Asheville  8.3% 19 

East Asheville  7.0% 16 

North Asheville (other than 

Montford)  25.2% 58 

Other  25.7% 59 



Do you think there are areas of town that should NOT allow bike 
or scooter share? (Select all that apply.) 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Downtown  65.1% 138 

Historic Montford  35.4% 75 

River Arts District  29.7% 63 

West Asheville  39.6% 84 

South Asheville  41.5% 88 

East Asheville  40.6% 86 

North Asheville (other than 

Montford)  40.6% 86 

Other  22.6% 48 

Please explain why you think that shared mobility options should 
not be allowed in this area. 

Answered: 198 

Skipped: 127 

 

Responses: 

Lack of infrastructure 

Congestion and safety 

drinking and any type of wheels do not go well 

Insufficient concern with safety and liability by these companies. Poor track record of 
working cooperatively with local government. Safety of pedestrians is at risk. 

It could be dangerous for bike/scooter riders as well as pedestrians and car drivers. 



there are not even bike lanes yet. bike share should not be rolled out UNTIL there is 
biking infrastructure, specifically bike lanes. Scooters should be banned. 

Lots of traffic 

Driving in our town is hard enough with tourists that do not know their way around - 
people on their cell phones - or people just not paying attention. At this point there are 
not ANY bike lanes that are safe. Please please do NOT make this a consideration in 
any way until there are proper systems in place to support such an activity. .. i.e. helmet 
stations.. visible bike lanes - proper maps and self guided info. etc. 

the traffic is intense and there are no places yet that are comfortable for riding there 

If pedestrians are threatened on sidewalks, as they are now on Haywood Road 28806 
by bikes. 

It depends on the infrastructure. Bikes can blend into the road, although they slow traffic 
down. Scooters have to be on the sidewalk, which can trip up pedestrians. Love it in 
theory, but in crowded Asheville traffic with many tourists who don't know the town 
ways, it's tricky 

No infrastructure 

There is no infrastructure to accommodate them. They’d use the sidewalks making it 
dangerous for others. 

SAFETY!! 

Too dangerous for pedestrians - scary seeing them in Europe - cannot have in 
congested areas!!! 

Traffic generally moves faster in those areas of Asheville 

We already have a lack of bike Lanes and too many riding on sdewalks. This will only 
increase and is dangerous for pedestrians. 

Too crowded and poor condition of sidewalks and roads 

Drunks on scooters is a bad idea and we have a lot more drunks in this town. I'm a 
bartender downtown. I know for a fact. 

Streets are to crowded, lack of common Sense among users 

Roads aren't safe enough 

They will be left strewn across the landscape. 

There is not enough bike lanes to accommodate. 

no bike lanes, hilly terrain, too dangerous, too many careless drivers and tourists not 
paying attention 

Not safe 



Safety 

This town does not have the infrastructure to have bike or scooter access. With our 
already crowded local and tourist streets and sidewalks - adding mobility options would 
be a human disaster. An accident waiting to happen. 

Downtwon is way too congested. The others are not practical. Too spread out. 

Terrain in North AVL is challenging and could be dangerous; also, it is mostly 
residential. South AVL has terrible transportation infrastructure for any form of mobility 
except cars; therefore, it would be dangerous until that issue is addressed. 

They seem extremely dangerous 

The infrastructure can not handle it! 

Too many people, clog the sidewalks and bike lanes 

Lack of infrastructure or need 

These bikes/scooters impede traffic and walkways. They get left wherever the rider 
feels like and are a general pain for drivers and pedestrians. 

Traffic is too heavy and it is not safe 

traffic is horrendous and people will be killed trying to avoid bikers, who do not follow 
normal street rules by stopping at lights and stop signs and weaving in and out of traffic 

this is a ridiculous question, it's either ALL areas or NO areas 

There is no way to safely allow them to operate downtown. 

I think bikes on the streets would work, but too much traffic, narrow streets and 
sidewalks, tourists, and old folks like me to have scooters darting in and out of traffic 
and on sidewalks. 

Too crowded already 

Heavy vehicle and pedestrian traffic would make it unsafe for usage downtown 

It’s too congested already for scooters. 

Dangerous to pedestrians 

Safety. Safety. Safety. Asheville specifically advertises to attract drunk tourists. That 
has already made this town less safe, particularly downtown. Advertising for tourist to 
come here specifically to drink and then making it convenient for them to drive vehicles 
they may not rven know how to operate at all, much less how to operate safely, is a risk 
to pedestrians, drivers, and the drunk tourists themselves. 

Few sidewalks, too much motor traffic 



Asheville does not have the bike lanes that would allow bikes in all parts of the city. 
Should not be allowed on sidewalks in any part of the city 

Close enough to walk, too many people to safely ride around. 

Again scooters are not bikes; no helmets; no rules; no protection; left eveywhere and 
interfere with pedestrian and other modes of transit. Your question should separate 
bikes and scooters - not good they way its phrased. 

not enough bike lanes 

Difficult to regulate. Would be a hazard between motorists AND pedestrians. Someone 
with zero experience, training or license would suddenly have access to to motorized 
vehicle. Would be difficult to restrict operation by intoxicated patrons. Other cities have 
issues with them being abandoned EVERYWHERE, becoming a nuisance for 
pedestrians AND motorists. 

It's not that I don't think they should be downtown, I worry about safety of scooters and 
bikes on sidewalks or roadways. There needs to be a lane for them. 

No infrastructure, crowded sidewalks, 

I think it would be a danger. And the attraction of tourists is already enough here. 
Having a million tourist use bike shares to “see Asheville” would be dangerous and 
annoying for the actual people who live here. I don’t think many people who live here 
would use something like this. 

Not safe, too many people on sidewalks, no room for scooters, few established bike 
lanes 

Congestion, already overcrowded sidewalks and streets 

There's no good place for them to be. In the street is dangerous, on the sidewalk is 
dangerous. 

Strictly scooters. There is too much pedestrian traffic for scooters to safely interact with. 

There needs to be SAFE bicycly/scooter lanes/trails, etc for this to work. Areas noted 
are too busy and congested unless these bike roads existed. 

Streets and sidewalks too narrow 

Too dangerous for locals and tourists. Too hilly and not enough infrastructure in place to 
support - not enough bike lanes, no bike racks or area to store them. 

The town is small enough to just walk. You would be allowing a dangerous element to 
the city and should be responsible for anything that happens to people using this city 
sponsored mode of transportation 

Congestion, congestion, congestion. Danger to riders and pedestrians. 



Due to the traffic patterns and lack of bike lanes, any sort of scooter or bike would 
drastically slow down traffic on already congested streets. 

Already too congested - problem for pedestrian safety. 

It's too dangerous. No bike Lanes & not enough sidewalks. 

This town not suited for scooters etc , dangerous for all 

Drinking, driving pedestrian, poor parking system 

Pedestrian and vehicle traffic 

congestion, conflict with cars 

It’s barely safe for regular biking and pedestrians, so adding electric scooters and bikes 
will be even less safe 

no access to safe scooter riding 

Too dangerous to both the riders and pedestrians...based on personal experiences in 
Charlotte 

A majority of people using these services will pose a danger to the general flow of 
traffic. It can be hard to text and look at google maps while riding a bike/scooter in an 
unfamiliar town 

Most bikers on streets do not follow traffic rules or maintain speeds. 

Lack of infastructure. Also, it's very hard to bike with our hilly area, it will cause many 
more problems with people trying to bike in hilly congested areas and struggling to get 
up a hill. The bikes would definitely have to have many gears, and even then it would 
still be a huge problem. 

Too many hills and tourists.They get hit crossing the street and would be a danger to all 
on a bike or scooter. 

too much traffic and unsafe 

As I mentioned previously, Shared Mobility operators need to be held accountable both 
legally and financially for the equipment they introduce to our city. Without a permitted 
agreement that includes a provision for the operator to maintain and clean-up their 
equipment, the options would be messy for the city. I cite Sydney, Melbourne, and 
Brisbane, Australia; Dallas, Texas; Washington, DC; Seattle, Washington. The concept 
is terribly attractive, but when considered in terms of additional vehicles not only on the 
roads and sidewalks, but in parking lots. Parking is already a difficult issue in Asheville. 
While bicycle/scooter parking is more efficient, can we really expect overcrowded 
vehicle parking to improve by reducing the availability of parking spaces for one mode 
of transportation? While possible, it will require the acceptance of a program that is not 
a physically viable mode of transportation for many residents. 

N/A. Are you against freedom? 



I think that traffic downtown would be negatively impacted by both bikes and scooters 
(but specifically scooters) as there are no bike lanes, and they should not be allowed on 
sidewalks. I already see people riding bikes dangerously (weaving through cars, going 
the wrong way down a one way street, etc.) and I think example of this would rise 
without the proper infrastructure. I also think that non-locals, who do not know 
downtown traffic and direction, would be unsafe without obvious bike lanes and such. 
There are many places downtown (such as the Patton/Broadway/Biltmore intersection) 
where the traffic signals are already dangerous for pedestrians, and I can see 
inexperienced riders getting into unsafe situations downtown without proper bike lanes 
or traffic signals. If there were infrastructure downtown that allowed for easier bike 
mobility, I can see the possibility for the bike share stations, but I personally do not wish 
to see the scooters (specifically BIRD scooters.) I believe the bikes are better suited to 
places with existing trails or residential areas to ride (River arts, French Broad/Amboy 
Park, Montford walking path, etc.) but only with stations for drop off and pick up, which 
will hold people accountable. I think it's a better investment for the city to make, as a 
way to fund further infrastructure, rather than invite an outside business or app. 

Sidewalks are either narrow or crowded 

Traffic is too fast. 

Low visibility too much traffic on too narrow roads 

Our sidewalks and streets are narrow, and full of holes and changes in elevation that 
would make scooters unsafe, especially for people unfamiliar with the area. 

Too many visiting pedestrians in downtown. Traffic way too heavy in South Asheville 

N/A 

Many areas lack sidewalks and theose in place have plenty of cracks. There are few 
areas with bike lanes in the roadways. These types of conveyances are not appropriate 
for roads and infringe on pedestrians. 

Downtown is far too congested with barely enough room on sidewalks to walk and the 
streets are very narrow. It would jeopardize safety of pedestrians. 

see above 

Speed limits are too high. Dangerous. 

These areas are already heavily congested areas. I fear that scooters or electric bikes 
would not be seen or respected on the roadways. I also worry about the supporting 
infrastructure the bikes/scooters. 

I think funding a shared mobility program in a city that is barren of the necessary 
infrastructure, and doesn't maintain existing roadways, is ludicrous. 

too much traffic and sidewalks are crwoded 



Vehicle and Pedestrian traffic is already placing too much demand for Asheville's 
infrastructure. 

There are too many clueless tourists and low rent hippies and vagrants as it is; why 
would we want more of them. 

Experience I have in other cities visited with bike shares where they are not maintained, 
bikes under overpasses, on streetside, discarded. 

My only concern is lack on bicycle infrastructure. However, plans for the Swannanoa 
River Greenway and upgrades to Tunnel Road may abate this concern. This side of 
town NEEDS bicycling! 

heavy car traffic in these areas, tourist are less likely to visit these areas and use the 
mobility options, these are primarily urban areas where locals live and they own bikes if 
they ride. 

too dangerous 

Too crouded with tourists. 

Too hilly and too congested. No sidewalks. No bike lanes. 

So many people downtown and many scooter users would be new and ride dangerously 

Clogged sidewalks. 

We like to tout our city as pedestrian-friendly. Electric bikes and scooters inherently 
make pedestrians less safe. There have been numerous accidents reported between 
scooters and pedestrians across the country. The elderly and those in wheelchairs are 
disproportionately affected by electric vehicles moving faster than a typical pedestrian - 
both in their ability to avoid quick moving scooters and because scooters often block full 
sidewalk access when they are dropped. 

we don't have the infrastructure for locals that want to safely bike, why on earth would 
we open the floodgates for a bunch of tourists to ride around an unfamiliar area that 
doesn't have enough bike lanes or sidewalks? 

These seem like the most dangerous places for them to operate, either for users or 
pedestrians. 

the roads are simply too dangerous and too costly for redesign 

Too much traffic 

The roads barely have room for cars and it is completely unsafe to put bikes etc. on 
these roads. In other countries they have much wider roads with dedicated lanes for 
pedestrians and bikes so they don't get into accidents. Go to sweden or amsterdam and 
look and don't make decisions on your hopes and dreams but reality. We have a real 
traffic problem in Asheville which is not being addressed. 



It may or may not be a good idea. Downtown gets fairly congested at times and both the 
sidewalks and roads get crowded. I just got back from Charlotte and they are 
everywhere. Looked like fun but also somewhat dangerous without helmets, zipping 
from sidewalk to road and back. Experienced riders could control them but you had to 
watch out for novices. And there were plenty of novices. Plus they were often just laying 
on the sidewalk. If parked off to the side, they're not in the way but they were often not 
parked. 

Montford- too narrow sidewalk, South- too much traffic, North- too far away 

Too many pedestrians and not enough sidewalk space for parked bikes or scooters 

Too dangerous as it is. 

Too many pedestrians and cars. Potential for conflicts and accidents. 

Too many pedestrians downtown. Haywood Rd. is not bike friendly. 

Dangerous 

TRAFFIC! People speeding, running lights, not STOPPING for pedestrian walkways 
....and now much less adding more chaos to the mix of having bikes on the road and 
scooters on the sidewalks. Unless there was a maintained path for those only but 
where? Our streets are full of traffic and narrow. 

Not bicycle or scooter friendly 

Lack of infrastructure for this to be accomplished safely for riders, pedestrians and 
automobile drivers. Since moving here in 1992, traffic has increased and driver courtesy 
has decreased. In Atlanta, where the shared scooters are permitted, scooters literally 
litter the sidewalks, left everywhere. This creates hazards for pedestrians. We 
witnessed them often being used unsafely. suspect they will be used by tourists which 
would be hazardous. 

infrastructure mainly streets cannot accommodate any scooters or electric bikes safely. 
Most streets in AVL are too narrow. Current infrastructure barely supports bikes safely. I 
am assuming scooters would not be allowed on sidewalks. If they were the conflict 
between the scooters and those walking is unsafe. 

Driving (and just walking) has become nuts downtown. I almost got hit today by a city 
truck that just went through a red light at Lexington and Woodfin! (The car ahead of me 
had already proceeded through the green light before truck going North on Lexington 
JUST DIDN’T STOP!!! 

Not enough safe spaces to use away from cars and pedestrians. 

Roads crowded. Drivers resentful of bikers cyclists 

Streets are too narrow already and they create hazards for motorists 

Drunk tourists for one 



Won’t work anywhere in Asheville. Waste of money for infra 

This is a tourist town and tourist need transportation options. They assume there own 
risk. We do need sidewalk and infrastructure improvements to address these new 
modes 

Safety issues, interference with vehicular traffic, interference with pedestrian traffic, 
liability issues, maintenance issues (who is going to maintain these shared devices so 
they are always functioning properly) 

No infrastructure, lack of active traffic enforcement, poor road designs, poor road 
maintenance, major lack of sidewalks 

Automotive insanity. Will not work. 

The majority of people who would use this transportation would simply run you down 
and keep on going. It would be dangerous for foot traffic and motor vehicles. 

Too congested 

Too many pedestrians. Too crowded. 

Sidewalks beyond capacity already 

1. Our downtown area is meant for pedestrians primarily so that they will walk by and 
use local businesses. Currently, it is very difficult for pedestrians because sidewalks are 
full of obstructions (light poles, newspaper racks, construction detours) and poorly 
maintained. 2. Shared mobility options taking up motor space in the streets make it 
difficult for drivers, emergency vehicles, as well as pedestrians. Which streets are truly 
wide enough to accommodate added traffic? 3. It should be preferable to move more 
people per vehicle than to have many additional vehicles moving a single person. Our 
downtown streets are not equipped to handle more vehicles. 

It is currently unsafe due to lack of infrastructure 

Please look at the cities who regret allowing these mobility options; Charlotte, Atlanta, 
etc. Asheville is too special to allow these annoyances. Our residents and guests are 
'green' enough to want to walk, ride a bus, etc., to get to where they want to go. 

Sidewalks too congested as it is and streets in city center to busy and dangerous 

too dangerous 

Too many pedestrians downtown. Traffic is bad enough without adding these options. 

Sidewalks and streets are already overcrowded. 

They look terrible. Just got back from Nashville, where they are allowed and the 
sidewalks are riddled with scooters and it make the town look tacky. Plus they are in the 
way all the time. 

Small sidewalks, small streets, crowded streets 



Congestion/lack of dedicated bike lanes. 

Too dangerous for cars and pedestrians 

AVL is a very bike-unfriendly place. Until there are proper, clear lanes for bikes, or 
intersecting bike paths throughout the city, more bikes on the road here is impractical 
and dangerous. And please, please, please, NO SCOOTERS! 

visitors who don't know the area can't also look out for wobbly yet aggressive bikes, 
scooters. AVL does not have a good bike lane on all streets. Visitors won't know local 
laws/rules. 

It would only more chaos! Add trolleys and encourage walking! 

Eyesore, dangerous to rider and pedestrians 

We need to develop an infrastructure for our local pedestrians and cyclists before we 
offer services for out of town visitors. Also, Asheville is hilly. Most successful bike share 
programs are in flat cities like Wash DC. 

I am not in favor of the scooters anywhere. South and East not safe for bikes either. 

Dangerous! For walkers and those on the scooters. Many reported awful accidents from 
other cities. No helmets. Adults riding scooters who haven’t been on 2 wheels since 
they were teens. 

Asheville roads and sidewalks are not suited to these types of transportation modes. 
Personal safety would be compromised for the users and pedistrians. 

too congested 

Already crowded 

Crowded enough as it is. 

they are a danger to traffic and thenselves 

condition of our roadways, width of roadways, traffic congestion of roadways, 
topography of roadways, poor driving habits, ie texting etc. 

No area...will not be safe for those who walk. 

There is too much traffic on the streets and they are hilly. 

Scooters move too quickly for use on sidewalks especially given Asheville's terrain 

Way too crowded and congested already. Other towns report theses scooters just pile 
up in areas. 

Streets are narrow 

downtown sidewalks & streets are already too crowded with people & cars and are in 
disrepair: too dangerous 



Just another distraction and most who use them are not responsible. Do some 
reasearch on the topic 

Unless there is strict training and licensure, like for cars, I distrust the safety of 
alternative transportation 

Lack of room 

South Asheville, at least, doesn't have the bike lanes and no way should the sidewalks 
be used. Anyway hardly any sidewalks. Don't know about other neighborhoods. 

Asheville does not have the infrastructure to make these forms of transportation safe. 

Liability, our streets are too narrow, and our Ltd parking is already a problem. 

Too much traffic, this would be very dangerous. Many accidents would result. 

Locals know the roads better and are more likely to be safe. Drunk tourists are already 
a danger to themselves and us. Downtown requires more situational awareness. 

I think the scooters would be left lying about throughout the city, blocking sidewalks, 
parking lots and side streets. Tourists would be the primary users of these options, and 
while I want all visitors to enjoy themselves, I don't think the city or the residents well 
being is their top priority. I don't want my city to become an amusement park for tourists. 

Too much distracted (tourist) traffic that would compromise safety. 

The terrain is hilly, sidewalks and streets are crowded. The mix with auto and 
pedestrian traffic will be dangerous. 

Will be an accident waiting to happen. Too many tourist come here to drink beer, act 
irresponsibly and our streets are not accommodating to these modes of transportation. 
The local bicycles rides are often a real problem as they ride abreast on the main roads, 
don't stop for stop signs. Wake up this town is over built with inadaquet Streets to 
accommodate the current traffic. 

I am concerned with safety. 

Asheville streets are narrow. The sidewalks are narrow. There are lots of tourists whom 
have no reason or objective to respect the local concerns. Ultimately the only winner 
here is the company "selling" this product. Why let another company inject their product 
in order to make money off of Asheville. Enough already. 

The sidewalks and road ways are already hazardous due to poor repair and crowding 

Safety of pedestrians in an already overcrowded area is a concern or should be 

Safety of pedestrians (riders and walkers) 

Personal safety of pedestrians 

no infrastructure to make it safe 



Already difficult for pedestrians and automobiles. 

Asheville city streets are still too dangerous. I walk often, and ride bikes in the city at 
times, but I don't feel safe due to aggressive drivers, inadequate sidewalks, no bike 
lanes, and confusing intersections that cars don't negotiate well. 

Roads are Too small, road repair is not up too date 

people that don't belong on bikes/scooters, don't know the rules, drunks, shows offs, 
clowns 

SCOOTERS AND BIKES INTERFERE WITH PEDESTRIANS, TAKE UP SPACE TO 
USE AND TO LOCK UP; WHO WANTS TO HEAR "OUT OF MY WAY" AND WILL 
INTERFERE WITH CARS, TOO. 

shared mobility options are incompatible with the terrain and current infrastructure. 

The mess of unmonitored scooters left everywhere! 

These areas are very small distances easily walkable or usable with public transit. The 
infrastructure is not available for the addition of people unfamiliar with the area to be 
safely in traffic. The sidewalks are not appropriate for these types of mobility as they are 
now and can get crowded with tourists already. And we should be promoting bike 
rentals from local bike shops. 

Again, bicycles on the road are fine, the electric scooters would appear to congest 
already crowded sidewalks. 

The areas are congested and it's already very hard to look for pedestrians, runners and 
bicyclists. It would help a lot if all bicyclists used hand signals and drove on the highway 
and not on and off from the sidewalk. 

Narrow sidewalks - no infrastructure - too crowded 

We need to invest in bicycle infrastructure and awareness programs for residents and 
visitors. We do not need our streets to be littered with abandoned bikes and scooters. 
Our resources need to be utilized to develop long term plans to make Asheville safer for 
people using alternative transportation, not more dangerous because of electric 
scooters and bike share programs. 

These areas are particularly difficult to traverse and having tourists - already unfamiliar 
with our streets - now riding an infamiliar transportation device on busy streets could 
have serious repercussions 

The city is too congested with cars and people already. Bikes and Scooters will bring 
trouble. People will be run over and people who don't like them will cause trouble. 

See previous text. ESs are hazardous. 

 

 



If you are interested in using bike or scooter share, please rank 
the type of travel area would you prefer to take trips using bike 
share or scooter share? (1 = first choice, 4=last choice) 

Average priorities over 325 responses 

1. Bike lane in the street 

2. Trail/path 

3. Shared travel lane (same lane used by cars) 

4. Sidewalk 

Do you think there are types of travel areas that bike share or 
scooter share users should NOT be allowed to use? (Select all that 
apply.) 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Sidewalk  91.0% 254 

Bike lane in the street  17.2% 48 

Trail/path  24.0% 67 

Shared travel lane (same lane used 

by cars)  53.8% 150 

Please explain why you think that shared mobility options should 
not be allowed in this type of roadway. 

Answered: 253 

Skipped: 72 

 

Responses: 

 

too fast 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians and wheelchair users. The use of motorized vehicles 
(including regular bicycles) on the sidewalk is an indictment of our streets which are 
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designed exclusively for SOVs. Fix the streets and the scooters will stay off the 
sidewalks. 

There simply aren't sufficient sidewalks in Asheville in certain areas to support bicycles 
yet. In addition, the sidewalks that do exist are congested. 

Dangerous to mix with pedestrians and ALL the dog walkers 

Safety 

sidewalks are for peds only period 

Pedestrians are put at risk. 

Sidewalks are for walking. I'm a cyclist commuter and I never ride on sidewalks. 
Wheeled transport, except for wheelchairs, belongs OFF the sidewalk. 

The streets of Asheville are too crowded at this point with distracted drivers. Adding 
other mobile options to the mix is a DISASTER WAITING TO HAPPEN!!! 

especially downtown because there are too many pedestrians there. 

This is a mixed answer. Scooters on empty sidewalks are find, but not on crowded 
ones. Inflexible rules are stupid. Also sidewalks are not teh same. 

No scooters in the shared travel lane or possibly even a bike lane, they're too slow. 
Bicycles on the sidewalk can be disorienting for older folks, and cause chaos for people 
walking/strolling 

This is different for bikes and scooters. Should be separated. 

Sidewks are for pedestrian traffic. Scooters are dangerous there are too many people 
on sidewalks already. Bike shares sound amazing. But the need to stay on roadways, 
bike paths and bike lanes. 

I think it's illegal? 

Asheville's sidewalks are busy, narrow, and frequently in poor condition or blocked. 
There simply isn't space to keep pedestrians safe. 

Dangerous for those walking 

Biking in the sidewalk is more dangerous than biking in the road, as it makes you less 
visible to drivers. Also biking on the sidewalk downtown in tourist season would not 
work. 

SAFETY 

Sidewalks are already crowded. 

Dangerous for all 

Sidewalks are for walkers 



I already have had near accidents with bikes on sidewalks. 

Too dangerous 

leave sidewalks for walkers and joggers 

Anything shared with cars is a great danger to the cyclist, both bike lanes and shared 
lanes; the biggest danger of this whole project is the conflict between car and bike 
riders, and the loosers are always the cyclicsts 

Sidewalks should be only for walkers, for their safety. Trails and paths should remain 
more natural. If e-vehicles are allowed there, they will be abandoned there, they will 
create more erosion and trail damage. 

Safety issues 

Tourists already clog the sidewalks. This is an accident waiting to happen 

Too many cars, lack of common Sense 

Seems dangerous 

safety of pedestrians and riders (both) 

Bikes at speed and pedestrians equal crashes. 

It is extremely dangerous to have scooters in traffic and on sidewalks. 

They do not typically obey traffic rules 

We already have heavily congested sidewalks downtown, with business encroachment 
on those (outdoor dining). I think anything travelling faster than walking needs to be off 
the sidewalks. As well as parking/storage and rental facilities should be off the 
sidewalks or in plaza areas with plenty of space for pedestrians and the rental facility. 

It would be ridiculous to allow them on sidewalks, there is no hardly any room to walk 
and many are not smooth. Trails and paths are for walking. 

Not room and not safe for pedestrians 

Safety- some sidewalks in town just have too many people on foot to accommodate 
wheels 

Asheville does not have the infrastructure to handle mobility options. 

Sidewalks should be for pedestrian travel ONLY. No motorized transportation should 
ever be allowed on sidewalks 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians 

It would impact pedestrians 



Asheville’s sidewalks are too small in many places to even accommodate wheelchair 
access. Adding scooters to them is not a good idea, as they don’t have the capacity to 
accommodate them safely. 

Again, I think they seem extremely dangerous, we already have to deal with scooters 
that go way too slow 

Pedestrians should have the sidewalk. 

It’s a nightmare and too many accidents! 

Dangerous and will clog bike lanes and sidewalks 

safety, common sense, courtesy to pedestrians 

We can barely figure out how to let cyclists share the road. Scooters on hills- no thank 
you! 

On main thoroughfares, traffic is too bad, lanes are too skinny, bikers do NOT follow 
laws (they don't stop at stop signs or stop lights) 

pedestrian safety would be at risk 

Pedestrian danger 

because sidewalks are for pedestrians 

Sidewalks are too narrow. Too many people not paying attention to what's behind them. 
Obstacles. 

Dangerous to others on sidewalks, and a traffic hazzard on the streets. 

I think it would be dangerous. I have a friend who rides an electric bike and he was 
recently hit by a car. 

Bike lanes are not adaquate at this point. Upgrade bike lanes. 

Conflicts with pedestrian/handicapped 

Unsafe for all 

It’s a accident waiting to happen to have scooters or bicycles on sidewalks. 

Safety. It's a concern in any town or city, but in one saturated with bars and breweries, 
with overcrowded sidewalks on top of that it's a preplanned disaster to throw shared 
electric scooters into the mix. 

Danger to pedestrians and danger from cars to riders 

Interrupt the freedom of movement for walkers. All others should be in a bike lane in the 
side of the road 

Might run over pedestrians 



Sidewalks are for walking. I don't want to have to dodge some idiot on an e-scooter 

Dangerous 

Scooters are a hazard to not only traffic but bike riders and to the users of the scooters 
themselves. Unsafe and like skateboards! 

our sidewalks are not suitable for bikes and too many tourists are driving around for me 
to be comfortable sharing a lane. 

Expected rate of speed between an automobile or motorcycle versus a scooter or 
bicycle is too extreme and invites aggression on the roadways and accidents. Will also 
be a detriment to public safety vehicle response. Difficult to ensure an operator is 
licensed on any roadway or isn’t intoxicated. 

That's for walking 

Too crowded for safety 

I think it would cause hazard. Especially in the hearts of the city where people would 
want to use them. It’s already so over crowded with people ad some bikes in there... 

In this area, most roads and traffic partners are not conducive to people safely riding 
bicycles and/or scooters, especially when people who would be using this service are 
most likely not going to be familiar with proper bicycle safety practices while sharing 
roads with motor vehicles. 

Not safe, to many people, poor quality of sidewalks downtown 

Congestion, overcrowding and novices using vehicles they are not familiar with causing 
dangerous situations 

It's dangerous. Areas with paths or bikelanes would be okay. 

Scooters are faster than foot traffic. Inexperienced scooter users. Likelihood of 
accidents. 

Cars don't watch for them......too close.......too dangerous 

Too narrow 

It just doesn't work. Bikes and cars do not travel at same speed. Plus safety and traffic 

Too dangerous to mix tourist and cars 

This is way to dangerous 

Danger to others,congestion 

sidewalks for walking 

Walkers and strollers need safe passage 

Too congested already. Pedestrian safety issue. 



Sidewalks are for walkers. Not any type of vehicle. 

too dangerous for all involved 

Safety, congestion 

Traffic concerns both pedestrian and vehicle 

danger to pedestrians, bike/scooter too fast for sidewalk or trail/path. 

I am an ER physicia. Although this will greatly improve organ donation, I’m not 
interested in seeing lives lost. 

not enough room 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians, not bikes 

Safety on sidewalks with a high density of pedestrians. 

Most bikers do not follow traffic rules or maintain speeds. 

Too dangerous/congested 

Tourist don't know where they are goinh. 

too many tourists driving unfamiliar streets. 

In the areas of the city that are most "walkable," riding a bicycle or scooter on those 
sidewalks is simply unsafe. 

Sidewalks are safer! 

Too dangerous. People will get hurt if they are not following traffic laws on a bike or 
scooter, and bikes/scooters should not be allowed to take up the small sidewalks we 
have in Asheville. If someone is riding down the sidewalk, pedestrians will inevitably be 
pushed into the streets. I just can't see these options being safe at all. 

Sidewalks should be for pedestrians only. Trails and paths should be for exercise and 
priority given to pedestrians and non-powered vehicles 

Unsafe to pedestrians 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians. 

See above 

Our sidewalks and streets are narrow, and full of holes and changes in elevation that 
would make scooters unsafe, especially for people unfamiliar with the area. 

danger to pedestrians 

Safety for pedestrians on the sidewalk. Safety for the rider on a shared travel 
lane....Roads are very narrow in much of town. 



Walkers 

Safety. 

Far too dangerous. 

Obvious safety concerns. If there is not a dedicated lane for bikes, then we should not 
be encouraging bike usage. 

Asheville is too congested. Unless these modes of travel prove to lessen the number of 
cars and trucks on the road. I am concerned about adolescents who are not invested in 
the ownership of the vehicle being careless. 

Bicycles are already sharing the lane with automobiles and bicyclists are taunted, 
pushed out of the road and disrespected by people in vehicles. I worry that the same or 
worse would happen with scooters/electric bikes. 

Tha majority of the roads in the city are in such a state of disrepair, that none of them 
are adequately safe for bicycles or scooters at the moment. 

dangerous 

too dangerous and would hinder tourists experience in those areas 

Congestion is already too high. Would only create more danger/risk. 

Traffic on all of these is already bad enough. 

Sidewalks around Asheville - from downtown to South Asheville - are not designed for 
multi-speed and multi format travel. Most sidewalks are not designed well for pedistrians 
and bikes (with multiple speed bike riders). 

Bikes need to be on roads or trails; scooters need protected/buffered lanes and trails; 
neither should be on the sidewalk. 

I think the primary users will be tourist. Alcohol and scooters mixed with vehicle traffic is 
not a good idea 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians, wheelchairs, and strollers, and nothing else. 

The busiest streets like Patton and Haywood are busy because they go to the places 
that people want and need to go. Therefore they are likely to be the same streets that 
are popular with bikes and scooters. It would be dangerous and nerve-wracking for both 
car drivers and bike/scooter operators to share those main thoroughfares unless there 
is a bike lane. 

Too dangerous 

too many tourists and cars in the shared travel's plus cars speeding, and silent electric 
cars 

Kids would probably use this and don’t have same level of car awareness. Too many 
people text and drive and that makes it a dangerous option if it’s a shared lane. 



electric bikes and scooters are likely to be abandoned on sidewalks and create 
obstructions for pedestrians who rely on safe and accessible sidewalks. 

Sidewalks are already too crowded and are in need of repair. Drivers are irresponsible 
and do not understand the concept of shared lanes. 

Dangerous. 

It is more dangerous for pedestrians. 

Allowing bikes (especially e-bikes) and any type of scooters on the sidewalks is 
dangerous to pedestrians. 

If electric vehicles want to accept the risks of traveling in shared travel lanes or bike 
lanes, they are for the most part jeopardizing only their own personal safety. On 
sidewalks and trails/paths, they jeopardize the safety of slower moving pedestrians. 

It's extremely unsafe to have bikes use the same lane as cars. At the same time, if you 
don't build other options then it will have to be a shared travel lane. Check out 
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Chicago, Portland, Lyon for great, safe bike infrastructure. 

safety 

The skill level of users is likely to be low and cause a hazard for everyone else. 

Bikes should not be allowed on the footpath, but, if their life is at risk because of poor 
street design, they should not be penalized 

Sidewalks should be for people on foot or in wheelchairs. Too crowded and dangerous 
with bikes, scooters, skateboards, etc. 

Too much traffic 

safety, convenience to walkers 

Safety + if they are going to use these lanes they should pay for a licence to support 
them 

Without helmets, lights, turn signals or much visibility, it doesn't seem safe for them to 
be on the street. Sidewalk use is better as long as it's not a congested area. Bike lanes 
are better still although, as a cyclist, I'm unsure about adding motorized vehicles to 
already crowded bike/walk lanes and paths. 

People drive terrible 

Too dangerous for pedestrians. Bikes and other shared mobility options should use 
existing bike lanes and/or the street 

I consider them another motor vehicle. It causes confusion with pedestrians and 
motorists when people on bikes or scooters weave on and off sidewalks. This makes a 
dangerous situation. 



The city is not designed for it, too busy and over growth without adjustments to roads for 
years. 

Conflicts with pedestrians. 

Not safe for pedestrians 

Sidewalks are already crowded and bikes/scooters would make sidewalks more 
dangerous. 

Bikes/scooters should not be allowed on sidewalks in high pedestrian areas like 
downtown. I don't object to sharing roads with bikes in principle, but in practice Asheville 
roads are so narrow and clogged with parking that biking is dangerous. It's fine if people 
want to do it, but I don't think that the city should be adding to bike traffic with "shared 
mobility options". 

Dangerous 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians. 

Nope...just adding more congestion to our already swollen roads. Sidewalks for bikes? 
scooters? What about all the tourists that are here...not sure they want to have to deal 
with that while walking the streets. To dangerous to us locals and others. 

Slows down traffic 

Nice to keep sidewalks open for folks walking around. We need less cars and more 
transport paths for alternatives. 

Hazard to pedestrians 

Dangerous to pedestrians on sidewalk, dangerous to auto drivers in shared travel lane, 
plus they slow traffic flow like the beer bicycle wagon. without strict rules for use plus 
ENFORCEMENT, they are likely to be a public safety hazard. Asheville does not have 
enough bike lanes to make these feasible. 

For sidewalk and trail/path it would be not safe for those walking due to condition of 
most sidewalk surfaces and width. This applies to some of trails and paths also. Shared 
travel lanes would be unsafe for the bike or scooter rider due to street surface and 
width. 

Just doing my best to keep myself and my dog safe! Every outing is dangerous! 

Too many tourists 

Inappropriate and takes up space safety for others 

same as above 

too much congestion 

Drunk tourists, Narrow streets, narrow sidewalks with the entry to most downtown 
businesses very close to pedestrian traffic. Injuries of many types will occur. 



Safety and courtesy 

Potential for injury to the person on the shared mobility device, liability of the city if 
someone is injured, and disruption to normal flow of traffic 

It's EXTREMELY dangerous and would discourage pedestrian mobility. If someone 
were to hit me physically while I am walking on a sidewalk and they were using a 
scooter or bike, I would physically defend myself. It would be an ugly scene. 

No infrastructure, lack of active traffic enforcement, poor road designs, poor road 
maintenance, major lack of sidewalks 

Too dangerous. Aggressive drivers. Abuse. 

Too much liability. 

Our downtown sidewalks are already crowded and in terrible shape for wheels. 

having bikes, scooters on side walks are dangerous and will cause problems. 

Dangerous 

People will be killed or injured 

Pedestrians should have every safety afforded them; adding motorized vehicles to a 
pedestrian path is asking for serious injury. In addition, bikes and scooters should not 
be competing with automobiles. As far as trails and paths are concerned, there should 
be a separation of trails for hikers and one for bikers.I think the disastrous 
consequences of trying to combine foot traffic, auto traffic and "light" traffic are all too 
obvious. 

Safety 

too dangerous 

The lack of regulation on how these are used versus a car, causes reckless use and 
lack of responsibility and yet, can still cause harm to others. 

What sidewalks we have are too narrow 

I think it's obvious. Riders tend to think they have the right of way and people will get 
hurt. 

Already too crowded 

Stupid question- too dangerous 

Dangerous for pedestrians 

My concern is not about bikes, but about electric bikes and scooters. I like riding them, 
but I envision drunken tourists causing havoc for themselves and others while riding 
electric options, particularly the scooters, which are difficult to control. 



Danger to pedestrians. Danger to automobile drivers. Danger to scooter riders. Danger 
Will Robinson. 

Danger to riders and pedestrians. 

Too dangerous for cars and pedestrians 

Too disruptive and dangerous 

electric scooters make it unsafe to walk. 

too dangerous 

The sidewalks are for people to walk 

unsafe for pedestrians 

it is hard enough to walk safely in this city - we need to protect pedestrian options and 
spaces 

scooters not good on sidewalks. Bikes actually ok on side walks most of time 

Nobody has helmets. I do not want to seriously injure someone who isn’t riding safely. 

Safety 

dangerousness 

Sidewalks should be for pedestrians. 

Downtown is for pedestrians who should be able to feel safe. 

Dangerous to pedestrians 

they are an impediment to traffic 

many of our sidewalks, bike lanes, trail/paths and shared travel lanes are not level or in 
good repair, or wide enough especially in town to handle the present foot traffic and 
automobile and bicycle traffic we now experience. Best option might be the completed 
river walk areas 

not safe for them with cars and not safe for those of us who walk 

It's very dangerous 

Too many pedestrians. 

As previously stated 

These area are for walking or regular bicycle. 

Streets are too narrow 

Can be dangerous to pedestrians. I’m also worried that having bikes ride in a sidewalk 
acts as a scapegoat to avoid developing necessary infrastructure. 



users don't have skill required for proper and safe usage 

Dangerous and too congested already. 

safety of rider and driver. 

Unsafe for pedestrians. 

Makes sidewalks dangerous and crowded for pedestrians 

NO SCOOTERS. INTERFERE WITH OTHERS EASE OF USE. DON"T WANT 
ANYONE YELLING "COMING THROUGH," OUT OF MY WAY' OR OTHER 
INTERFERENCE WITH MY ACCESS AND ENJOYMENT OF BEING OUTSIDE OR 
SHOPPING OR ENJOYING ATMOSPHERE. 

NO SCOOTERS. BOTH INTERFERE WITH PEDESTRIANS AND CARS. 

As previously mentioned, past experience has proven user show little etiquette. 
Additionally many of Asheville sidewalks are not well-maintained or are uneven. It's too 
hazardous. Not being in the ridiculously crowded lanes used by cars is a no-brainer. 
Road approved scooters are enough of a hazard. Someone will die. 

I don't think that bikes should be banned from the sidewalk; scooters, perhaps. Both 
need protected and buffered "bike lanes" 

Increased danger for those of us who use the sidewalks and trails for actual walking 

BECAUSE IT WOULD BE DANGEROUS. Because most people are rude and selfish 
and you can't regulate courtesy. AND we already are getting bogged in traffic by people 
who are clueless when it comes to sharing the road. 

Too much foot and car traffic. 

They don't yield to pedestrians. After moving injuries, the next most dangerous part of 
scooters is where they are left. On a sidewalk blocks pedestrians. . 

Sidewalks are not for motorized vehicles (wheelchair exception) nor are walking/jogging 
trails. 

Neither should be allowed on sidewalks because of danger to pedestrians; scooters 
shouldn't be allowed in shared travel lanes because of danger to scooter riders. 

Not safe 

Pedestrians and bikes don’t mix well. 

Too dangerous for all concerned 

Over crowded already. Dangerous 

Not enough public awareness, thereby increasing likelihood of accidents 



I think this depends on the safest option for pedestrians, shared riders, and cars. I think 
this will be dependent on the situation. 

The streets are narrow and congested enough. Also, drunk tourists... 

Because they are hazardous to the primarily pedestrian traffic that the sidewalks are 
ostensibly designed and maintained for 

Safety of pedestrians (riders and walkers) 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians only. 

Unsafe for everyone 

Sidewalks are already insufficient for pedestrian traffic. 

Too unsafe for pedestrians or for the users of the shared use bikes and scooters. 

Ashville is too small for this , are roads first of all are too small and Maintenance and 
repair is not up to date on most of the neighborhood roads 

few that actually own a bike follow the traffic laws, a bunch of people that ride for a lark 
are even a greater hazard 

see above 

sidewalk use of these options is hazardous for individuals walking, parents with baby 
carriages, & those who are less mobile. 

Unsafe and unmonitored (no helmet) 

As per above, roads are narrow already, sidewalks are narrow as well, families (ie. 
young children) use the greenways. 

Too dangerous for pedestrians 

Sidewalks are for pedestrians. A wide path would be okay to share but a trail unless 
otherwise stated is for pedestrians. 

Dangerous tourists don’t care that our town has real people in it trying to live their lives 

Because it is highly likely that people utilizing such mobility options are not properly 
educated in how to safely navigate the city. 

This would cause confusion and could be very dangerous for motorists, pedestrians and 
shared mobility riders 

They do not need to be where people walk and cars drive. 

E scooters are hazardous to peds and themselves 

Leave space for walkers to avoid potential injury 

 



If you regularly use public transportation, would you use bike 
share or scooter share to connect to the transit stop? 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

I don't regularly take transit.  78.5% 233 

I do, and would use a scooter or 

bike.  9.1% 27 

I do, but would not use a scooter 

or bike.  12.5% 37 

 

Would your use of public transportation increase if you could use 
a shared scooter or bike to connect to the transit stop? 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Yes  24.4% 73 

No  56.2% 168 

I don’t know / prefer not to answer  19.4% 58 

Where do you think bike share or scooter share vehicles should 
be parked? (Select all that apply.) 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

At a bike rack or bike corral on the 

sidewalk  36.6% 107 

At a bike rack or bike corral on the 

street  37.3% 109 



 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

At a designated space on the 

sidewalk  23.3% 68 

At a designated space on the street  30.1% 88 

In a public park or open space  40.4% 118 

On private property  22.9% 67 

Anywhere that doesn’t affect public 

safety  59.6% 174 

Locked to a fixed object in the 

sidewalk or grass strip  16.1% 47 

Where would you look for information about rules related to bike 
share or scooter share use? (pick one) 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

On the City’s Web site  30.6% 89 

In a newspaper or online news 

source  9.6% 28 

On social media  5.8% 17 

On the shared mobility application 

(smart device app)  39.2% 114 

Other  14.8% 43 

If Asheville developed a bike share (including e-bike share), 
scooter share or other shared mobility programs, what type of 
rules or regulations do you think should be established? 



 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

The maximum speed at which they 

can travel  58.7% 182 

The safe operation by users (e.g. 

wearing helmets, stopping at stop 

signs, following speed/walk zone 

regulations, impaired users) 

 78.7% 244 

The use of electric assist/motorized 

equipment on bike and pedestrian 

paths 
 57.7% 179 

Abandonment of bikes or scooters 

blocking sidewalks/paths  77.7% 241 

The maximum number of 

bikes/scooters and companies  58.7% 182 

The number of bikes or scooters 

parked at bike racks or corrals  41.9% 130 

Ability to access shared bicycles 

without a smartphone  44.5% 138 

Ability for the City to receive revenue 

from a permitted program  51.3% 159 

Commercial use of the public right-of-

way  41.3% 128 

Impacts to local bicycle rental 

businesses  26.5% 82 

Not applicable – I am not concerned 

about the operation of 

bikeshare/scooter program. 
 8.4% 26 

 

Do you have access to a smart phone to use bike share or scooter 
share applications? 



 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Yes  85.0% 266 

No  5.8% 18 

I don't know/prefer not to answer.  9.3% 29 

Do you have access to a bank account to pay for access to bike 
share, scooter share or other shared mobility devices? 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Yes  85.9% 267 

No  2.6% 8 

I don't know/prefer not to answer.  11.6% 36 

 

Do you live in Asheville or work in Asheville? 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Live in Asheville  34.0% 107 

Live and work in Asheville  55.6% 175 

Work in Asheville, but live outside 

of the City limits  10.5% 33 

Do you identify with having or living with a disability? 



 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

Yes  9.8% 31 

No  90.2% 286 

If you answered yes to the above question, please describe the 
nature of your disability. 

Answered: 29 

Skipped: 296 

 

Responses:  
Minor physical disability 

TBI, Autistic 

I am dis-abled. 

Back injury 

Not my disability, my mother lives in Asheville and uses walker or wheelchair. She is 
concerned about feeling safe on the sidewalk if there are vehicles using it or blocking 
the path. 

Nerve damage in my left leg 

I am handicapped and use an electric wheelchair 

Would not be able to ride a bike or scooter! 

Physical limitations and mental health issues. 

Mobility issues due to birth defect 

Knee replacement, arthritis 

difficulty walking 

deaf with cochlear impllant 

Husband uses wheelchair or walker. 

need both a knee replacement and a hip replacement. Difficult to walk. 

I have muscular dystrophy which makes walking up hill very difficult 



stairs are my biggest problem and walking more than short distances. 

Visual impairment 

Older adult limited eyesight 

PTSD- veteran 

Mobility and cardiac 

Impaired mobility 

Partner uses a walker; I am subject to leg cramps 

I walk with a cane and have lost part of a limb to cancer. 

hearing 

Trouble walking 

Visual impairment 

mobility 

Balance problems from brain injury 

 

 

 

What is your zip code? 

 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

28801  25.8% 83 

28803  14.0% 45 

28804  24.8% 80 

28805  5.9% 19 

28806  21.7% 70 

28815  0.3% 1 



 
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Count 

28728  0.3% 1 

Other  7.1% 23 

 

 

 

 

 

 


